Welcome New Employees!

March 2018

Emma Altizer- Nss-Support Pool-Icu
Logan Armstead- Nursing-Nss/Hct/Lpn/Ust/Nsc
Aldrine Ashong-Katai- Healthlink
Jacqueline Azbill- Nursing-Preadmission Testing
Laurie Edmonston- MedBest Billing
Mattie Barone- Social Work
Amanda Bascombe- Employee/Student Health Svc
Rewati Bhattarai- Cg-5E-Transitional Care Unit
John Bradley- Pharmacy-Dt
Kimberly Brisson- Nursing-Or
William Brown- Cg-Environmental Services
Daisy Bynum- Cg-Pharmacy
Shannon Campbell- Nursing-Preadmission Testing
Jaquan Cannon- Pathology
Melissa Carr- College Of Nursing
Natasha Carter- Cg-6-Med/Surg
Laurie Edmonston- MedBest Billing
Casey Cecile- Cg-2E-Ob/Gyn/Nursery
Tiara Cheek- Patient Access Services
Deanna Coccia- Radiology-Diag Ultrasound
Laurie Edmonston- MedBest Billing
Kelly Corbine- Psychiatry-Child Clinic
Randy Dautrich - Pathology
Lena Deb - Neurology
Elizabeth Debo - Cg-6-Med/Surg
Mary Drake - Nursing-Preadmission Testing
Laurie Edmonston - MedBest Billing
Jessica Falgiatano - Nursing-12F-Pediatrics
James Fleming - Nursing-Nss/Hct/Lpn/Ust/Nsc
Jessica Francati - Nursing-12E-Pediatrics
Felicia Franceschelli - Nursing-5A-Surg/Ent/Gyn
Jessica Giacona - Cg-Clinical Pathology
Vivian Gregg - Cg-4N-Med/Surg
Xingzhi Guo - Neurosurgery
Andrya Hammond - Central Equipment Services
Brianna Hawes - Nursing-6I-Medical Icu
Casaundra Hildreth - Cancer Center-Administration
Twanna Hodge - Library
Rebecca Hulslander - Onondaga Nation Health Clinic
Christina June - Medicine-Amb Medicine
Emily Kelsey-Gossard - Cg-6-Med/Surg
Tiffany Lacik - Cg-4N-Med/Surg
Sarah Lawler - Library
Nicole Lemoine - Cg-6-Med/Surg
Stephanie Lessun - Social Work
Sarah Lounsberry - Nursing-10H-Bone Marrow
Bradley Marmon - Emergency Management
Taylor Martinez - Nursing-12E-Pediatrics
Dominique Mayfield- Environmental Services
Shawntae Mcglown- Medicine-Amb Medicine
Jani Mclaughlin- Financial Services-Patient
Troy Mcmullen- Cg-6-Med/Surg
Paul Mcninich- Patient Access Services
Natalie Meyer- Nursing-12F-Pediatrics
Maria Miner- Nursing-5A-Surg/Ent/Gyn
Andrea Moehringer- Cg-3W-Tele/Med/Surg
Diane Morgan- Cg-Clinical Pathology
Oleg Moroz- Environmental Services
Shanea Mulligan- Nursing-9G-Neuroscience
Paul Myagkota- Sterile Processing
Jennifer Naginey- Cancer Center-Multidis Suite
Tiffany Nelson- Biochemistry&Molecular Biology
Carissa Nodzo - Medicine
Holly Nodzo- Library
Christen Norris - Neurosurgery
Sarah O'Neill- Chp-Dean'S Office
Kathryn Reed- Nursing-9G-Neuroscience
Rebecca Reed- Patient Access Services
Karen Rice- Patient Access Services
Abigail Riggall - Psychiatry
Ursula Rozum- Family Medicine-Cnyohcc
Annette Salisbury- Cg-6-Med/Surg
Navan Samra- Nursing-9G-Neuroscience
Katie Sperry- Nursing-Or
Carolyn Stafford- Cancer Ctr-Hematology/Oncol
Sara Stankivitz- Cg-Clinical Pathology
Kelly Stewart – Neurology
Robin Stokes - Outpatient Surgery
Joanna Suser- Academic Affairs
Theresa Trumble- Cg-5W-Inpatient Psychiatry
Nicole Vassenelli- Peds Support Pool
Tracy Verschneider - Medicine
Alexandra Wafer- Cancer Ctr-Hematology/Oncol
Adrian Wagner- Pm&R - Rehab Therapies
Kelly Wallis- Clin Path-Immunology
Patrick Weiss- Pharmacy-Dt
Melissia Wheeler- Nursing-Recruitment Office
Danielle White- Nursing-2N-Rehabilitation
Bridgette Williams- Nursing-Case Management
Jesse Williams- Health Information Mgmt
Kristin Wright- Centralized Patient Transport
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